Sam McKinniss
Country Western

Almine Rech London presents a solo exhibition of new paintings by American artist
Sam McKinniss. Titled Country Western, this is McKinniss’s second solo show with
Almine Rech, following Neverland, presented in Brussels in 2019.

April 15 — May 22, 2021

Best known for painting celebrity subjects, McKinniss now turns his attention to the starry
world of popular country music, the genre derived from rural American custom, including
small town vernacular speech, fashion, landscape, and musical forms. The exhibition
will present new portraits of singers Lyle Lovett, Dolly Parton, Shania Twain, Tammy
Wynette, and others. Country Western will not only highlight the artist’s continued efforts as
a skilled portraitist, but also as an accomplished colorist.

I started imagining a show called Country Western last year, around the same time I began
contemplating a move away from the city. Look up Georgia O’Keeffe’s painting The Barns, Lake
George, 1926: two black barns against a white and gray sky in the Adirondack region upstate.
This will give you the general idea. It’s a harsh setting. For me, relocating to the country is a
serious proposition.
Online, I came across a vintage black and white press photo of Dolly Parton smiling and
cuddling a kitten. She’s been in the media a lot, again, so I was thinking about her. It seems like
the entire planet loves Parton, which terrifies me. What scares me is the enormous task of
entertaining so many people, while also taking on the unilateral scrutiny of worldwide love or
obsession. Just how does all of that visibility wear on a person. Most pictures of her, including the
painting I made of this one image in particular, are enchanting but completely inscrutable. Little
is revealed about who Parton might be in private, how she handles the stress. Parton is show
business personified, however, showmanship at its most successful, pure, and opaque. This makes
it my business to look at her. I respect the opacity—it must function to safeguard her personal
life—even if, as a painter, I also believe in translucency. I remember thinking: Every other
painting I make for this show should show someone smiling, cruel to be kind. Face as the front of
shop. Parton’s teeth look bulletproof to me.
The stark black and white I found with Dolly Parton reminded me of Franz Kline’s best work.
Like Parton, I’ve always thought Kline was a totally ravishing artist. I’ve also always wanted to
make a show of only black and white paintings, which is more difficult to do than it looks.
Jackson Pollock’s Number 1, 1950 (Lavender Mist) is not, by the way, lavender. It mainly
consists of black and white drips on bare canvas. Unlike Kline, Pollock had other things going on
besides, color-wise. It works. This is the kind of show I thought I would make. Mostly black and
white but not really. I’m an American. Winslow Homer, another American, once said, “It is
wonderful how much depends upon the relations of black and white. A black and white, if
properly balanced, suggests colour.” I thought I would populate the gallery with paintings drawn
from the starry world of popular country music, the style befitting or derived from the rural
American vernacular, to look for what we might call “local color” in small towns down south,
out west, or up north. And then I thought I would search for certain complicating details within
or without the genre, inspired by the record-breaking success of rapper Lil Nas X and Old Town
Road.
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Sam McKinniss was born in Northfield, Minnesota, in 1985. He lives and works in New

York. Country Western is McKinniss’s second solo show with Almine Rech, following
Neverland, presented in Brussels in 2019. McKinniss has held solo exhibitions at JTT, New
York; team gallery, New York; and team (bungalow) in Los Angeles. A special project
commissioned by the Ovitz Family Collection is scheduled to open concurrently this spring
in Beverly Hills. McKinniss’s work has recently been included in group shows at Gladstone
Gallery, New York; Kapp Kapp, Philadelphia; Sadie Coles HQ, London; and the
Massachusetts Museum of Contemporary Art, North Adams; among others.
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